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San Francisco
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Project Description (Proposed actions, location, and/or consequences).
The University of California, San Francisco (UCSF) is proposing to construct a new hospital and related improvements at
the east end of UCSF’s Parnassus Heights campus core, collectively known as the New Hospital at Parnassus Heights
project (NHPH). The NHPH would increase inpatient beds at Parnassus Heights; accommodate modern technologies;
address seismic safety requirements and meet other regulatory requirements and industry standards for contemporary
hospitals; and enhance functionality and efficiency at the campus site. Construction of the NHPH would begin in 2023,
with the proposed New Hospital and majority of related improvements completed and operational by 2030. As proposed,
the New Hospital would be approximately 900,000 gross square feet, and consist of 15 stories plus rooftop mechanical
equipment and a full basement. The New Hospital would require certain supporting circulation, loading, utility and
landscaping improvements. Under the proposed NHPH, the New Hospital would provide 336 inpatient beds, Long
Hospital would provide 297 inpatient beds, and Moffitt Hospital would provide 49 inpatient beds. The total inpatient bed
count at the campus site under the NHPH would be up to 682 beds.
Identify the project’s significant or potentially significant effects and briefly describe any proposed mitigation measures that
would reduce or avoid that effect.
Impact AES-3: light or glare impact (design standards and guidelines to minimize light and glare); Impacts
AES-4/C-AES-3: project and cumulative wind hazards (implement wind mitigation and safety measures); Impacts
AIR-1/C-AIR-1: project and cumulative construction air pollutants (implement BMPs), Impacts AIR-3/C-AIR-2: project and
cumulative exposure to TACs (use clean construction equipment), Impacts BIO-1/C-BIO-1: project and cumulative
effects on special status species (butterfly surveys; protection of nesting birds and roosting bats; worker education);
Impacts BIO-2/C-BIO-1: project and cumulative migratory wildlife (prevention of harm to migrating birds during
construction; bird-safe building treatments); Impact GEO-3: landslides (implement geotechnical recommendations);
Impact GHG-1: (monitor emissions and acquire carbon offset credits); Impact HAZ-1: routine transport, use, or disposal
of hazardous materials (implement Excavation Management Plan); Impact HAZ-4: unknown contamination (implement
Soil Management Plan); Impacts NOI-1/C-NOI-1: project and cumulative construction noise (implement construction
noise control measures; pile installation noise-reducing techniques); Impacts NOI-2/C-NOI-2: project and cumulative
operational noise (New Hospital cooling tower noise control); Impacts NOI-3/C-NOI-3: project and cumulative
construction vibration (relocation/retrofit of vibration-sensitive equipment); Impact TRANS-5: construction impact on
sidewalks/roadways (implement construction coordination and monitoring measures).
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continued
If applicable, describe any of the project’s areas of controversy known to the Lead Agency, including issues raised by
agencies and the public.

Project Description (Relationship of NHPH to CPHP, including space ceiling; COVID influence on planning for project;
detail on the proposed renovation of Moffitt and Long Hospitals; compliance with sustainability goals and LEED
certification; design of building and open space to preserve sunlight; scope of Moffitt and Long Hospital renovations;
construction staging; bird-safe design); Aesthetics, Wind, and Shadow (effects of development on lighting, shade, and
wind); Air Quality/Greenhouse Gas Emissions (construction and operational effects on air quality and GHG); Biological
Resources (construction and operational effects on wildlife and habitat; concerns about bird strikes, and bird-safe
measures included in New Hospital design); Hazardous Materials (naturally occurring asbestos during construction);
Hydrology and Water Quality (minimize water use; use recycled water and rainwater); Population and Housing (increase
in staff, students, and workforce population; effects on housing shortfalls); Transportation (trip commute distances;
changes to transit related trips and transit operations; private auto, single-occupant vehicles, and rideshare trips; traffic
hazards; traffic mitigation; information on new traffic signal at Parnassus/Hillway; parking availability during construction;
commitment to surveys and reporting); Utilities (water use during construction and operation); Cumulative (reallocation of
surplus square footage from reduced New Hospital to other campus development; cumulative population and
transportation growth); and Alternatives (lower height/locating more facilities below ground level).

Provide a list of the responsible or trustee agencies for the project.
California Department of Health Care Access and Information
Bay Area Air Quality Management District
City and County of San Francisco

